CHASE/SPS ELEVENTH-HOUR OUTSOURCING MANEUVER
Statement of Facts
The 2013 Chase/SPS Eleventh-Hour Outsourcing Maneuver” was initiated on October 16, 2013, thirtythree days before the settlement of the Department of Justice landmark lawsuit against JPMorgan Chase
and Company was announced. This unprecedented settlement of the lawsuit, in which the Department of
Justice and State Partners secured a record $13 Billion global settlement with JPMORGAN for misleading
investors about securities containing “Toxic Mortgages.” A key element of this landmark settlement was a
$4-Billion Consumer Relief Provision which was to be used to provide relief/restitution to the more than
one hundred thousand consumers who had been adversely affected by the criminal actions of JPMorgan
Chase and Company affiliates. The actual wording delineating how this relief/restitution was to be
distributed as follows:
“JPMorgan will pay out the remaining $4 billion in the form of relief to aid consumers harmed by the unlawful
conduct of JPMorgan, Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual. That relief will take various forms, including principal
forgiveness, loan modification, targeted originations, and efforts to reduce blight. An independent monitor will be
appointed to determine whether JPMorgan is satisfying its obligations.”

“If This $4-Billion-Fine Sounds Like Restitution, and Is Dispersed Like Restitution, and Is Based Upon
Damages Assessed to a Defendant in Civil Action; Then Its Probably Restitution”.
Unfortunately, this informally-worded directive left several critical legal and administrative procedures
regarding the distribution of the $4-Billion Consumer Relief Provision to the discretion of the Defendant
of this lawsuit, namely: JPMorgan Chase and Company. This ambiguity resulted in the following:
a) JPMorgan Chase and Company was named the sole administrator of this $4-billion Consumer
Relief Provision, without any oversight or supervision from federal government agencies such as
DOJ, HUD, or CFPB; and,
b) JPMorgan Chase and Company was empowered to choose a paid monitor of its choice to monitor
the distribution of this $4-Billion relief/restitution fine. Clearly, because this monitor was chosen
and paid by JPMorgan Chase and Company; and not by an assessment levied against the
relief/restitution fine, the monitor’s only obligation was to carry out the directives of JPMorgan
Chase and Company to the letter.
Unbeknownst to JPMorgan Chase and Company, the annual progress reports created by the monitor
included the following innocuous-sounding caveats:
“Chase receives incentives for certain relief in the first year, in the hardest-hit areas and on
loans held for investment as opposed to loans serviced by others.” (The true meaning of each of
these caveats is unclear; however, in the case of:
▪ “Hardest-hit Areas”: No areas of the country were “hit harder” than the Census Tracts
located in the seventeen urban Metropolitan Statistical Areas/Metropolitan Divisions
(MSAs/MDs). Many of the consumers residing in these Census Tracts were of African
American descent. They appeared to have been explicitly targeted by the quasi-independent
Chase Lending Specialist manning the Chase-Direct Mortgage Lending Center in Fort
Washington, Pennsylvania.
▪ “Held for Investments as Opposed to Loans Serviced by Others”: In October 2013, the
servicing rights to many, if not most, of the surviving “Toxic Mortgages,” originated at the
Chase-direct Mortgage Lending Center were serendipitously outsourced to Select Portfolio
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Servicing, Inc.; and thus, because they were no longer being held as investments by
JPMorgan Chase and Company, they were ineligible for a share of the $4-Billion Consumer
Relief/Restitution.
THE CHASE RMBS SECURITIZATION LAWSUIT
This lawsuit, which was named: Chase RMBS Securitization Lawsuit and subsequent covered-up,
continued unabated from November 1, 2013, until today as employees of JPMorgan Chase Bank, National
Association, and Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. conspired to conceal evidence of the existence of
hundreds of thousands of Chase-originated “Toxic Mortgages” from Department of Justice (DOD
investigators. These chase-originate home mortgage loans were so blatantly predatory and discriminatory
that if they had been entered as evidence against JPMorgan by the DOJ, their existence would have
radically altered the final settlement of this federal lawsuit and resulted in the rightful of more than four
billion of dollars of restitution to thousands of economically-distressed African American consumers
adversely affected by the criminal actions of JPMorgan Chase Bank, N. A., Chase Manhattan Bank USA,
N. A. And Chase Home Finance, LLC [successor to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation (CMMC)]
during the period from January 1, 2004, and May 23, 2008.
October 2013 Jettisoning of Chase_Originated “Toxic Mortgages.”
On October 16, 2013 – JPMorgan Chase Bank, N. A. JPMCBNA) sent “Good-bye Letters” to owners of Chaseoriginated home mortgage loans notifying them that effective November 1, 2013, the servicing rights of their home
mortgage loans would be transferred to Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (SPS), a Salt Lake City, Utah-based home
mortgage loan servicer and debt collector. At the time that JPMCBNA outsourced the servicing rights of these loans
to SPS, it had recently consummated a merger with its wholly-owned subsidiary, Chase Home Finance, LLC, who, at
the time, a.) was one of the largest loan servicers in the US, and b.) was already servicing loans originated by the
Chase Non-Prime Lending Division. However, the purpose of jettisoning the servicing rights of these Chaseoriginated mortgage loans to a third party, rather than servicing them in-house using CHF, was to conceal their
existence and the existence of the Chase Non-Prime Lending Center from DOJ Investigators during the settlement
negotiations of the $13-billion Chase RMBS Lawsuit. This “Chase/SPS Eleventh-Hour Maneuver” was also a
conspiratorial collaboration between JPMCBNA and SPS to conceal the existence of thousands of Chase-originated,
non-conforming home mortgage loans from the DOJ. The end results of this unlawful action were that tens of
thousands of mortgagors of Chase-originated home mortgage loans were hidden from the DOJ, and this likely
resulted in many of them losing their rightful shares of the $4-billion consumer relief/restitution included in this
settlement. As the mortgage servicers of tens of thousands of the Chase-Originated “Toxic Mortgages” outsourced in
October 2013 during “Eleventh-Hour Maneuver,” SPS was morally, ethically; and most importantly, “LEGALLY”
obligated to ensure that owners of these home mortgage loans were aware of the mortgage assistance elements of this
settlement agreement; and if necessary, assist these owners mortgages in obtaining their share of the relief/restitution
from the Four Billion Dollar Consumer Relief Settlement.
However, rather than assist the owners of the Chase-originated mortgages that were outsourced on November 1,
2013, SPS employees from the Ombudsman’s Office and Customer Advocate Office;
a)

Initially claimed to have no knowledge $13-billion Chase RMBS Lawsuit or the $4-billion consumer
relief/restitution settlement; yet, prior to October 2013, the pre-existing JPMCBNA/SPS business
relationship was delineated in Chase RMBS Lawsuit documents and showed that this relationship was
established prior to the October 2016 “Chase/SPS Eleventh-Hour Maneuver.”

b) Then on multiple occasions, SPS lied to owners of Chase-originated home mortgage loans regarding
eligibility requirements to share in this $4-billion consumer relief/restitution settlement; and SPS ignored
multiple written requests by these claimants to verify the requirements for mortgage holders to be considered
for relief/restitution under this settlement agreement.
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Settlement documents, on or before October 16, 2013, SPS and its employees were aware of the illegal, criminal
activities of JPMCBNA, but because SPS was the recipient of servicing rights to tens of thousands of Chaseoriginated mortgage loans, and that this “Eleventh-Hour Maneuver” windfall would result in millions of dollars to
revenue to its bottom line; SPS, and its employees, simply “turned a “blind eye,” and supported this SPS-wide, coverup of this “probably” federal conspiracy crime. SPS continues to vehemently deny any knowledge of predatory
lending and mortgage loan fraud practices during the origination of these Chase-originated mortgage loans
outsourced to them on November 1, 2013, but in spite of its denial, it is clear that at some point prior to the
“Chase/SPS Eleventh-Hour Maneuver” SPS became aware of the “toxic” nature of these mortgage loans.
Chase/SPS Eleventh-Hour Maneuver: DOJ naming JPMorgan Chase and Company as “sole administrator” for the
four-billion-dollar Consumer Relief/Restitution Settlement portion of the Chase RMBS Lawsuit was the epidemy of
the fable of “Allowing the Fox to Guard the Hen-House”! (This illegal action allowed the Defendant in the Chase
RMBS Lawsuit to become the “sole” administrator of the Four-Billion-Dollar Consumer Relief/Restitution
settlement, and thus allowed Chase to “pick-and-Choose” the 123,737 mortgage loans to receive relief/restitution
and to deprive owners of mortgages that it outsourced to SPS, Inc. on November 1, 2013, of their rightful share of
these restitution/relief funds. It is that these Chase-originated “Toxic Mortgages” should have been “first-in-line” to
receive relief/restitution via this settlement agreement, but as the highlighted areas in the table shown below show,
they received no portion of this relief/restitution! SPS failed to fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities as an “independent”
home mortgage servicer to owners of the Chase-originated mortgages that were outsourced during the “EleventhHour Maneuver.
The following diagrams and table illustrate how:
❑ The 2004-2008 JPMorgan Chase Bank, N. A. Home Mortgage Origination Scheme worked, using an illicit
two-tier origination scheme in which JPMorgan Chase Bank, National Association (JPMCBNA) controlled
both tiers, using the “previous National Bank”: Chase Manhattan Bank USA, N. A. as a sham to submit
HMDA Public Disclosures for the Chase-Direct Non-Prime Lending Division, which was a division of
JPMCBNA’s wholly- owned subsidiary Chase Home Finance, LLC, (Successor to JPMCBNA whollyowned subsidiary Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation and Chase Federal Savings Bank.)
❑ How JPMorgan Chase Bank, National Association utilized the Eleventh-Hour Outsourcing Maneuver to
ensure that home mortgage loans held for investment received relief/restitution by conspiring with Select
Portfolio Servicing, Inc. to hide the existence of tens of thousands of Chase-Originated “Toxic Mortgages.”
The “end-game” for the eleventh-hour outsourcing scheme was for these loans to be held in a “perpetual
imminent-foreclosure state” for a predetermined period of time by SPS and then be formally foreclosed by
SPS,
❑ Summary analysis delineating how conventional home mortgage loan originated practices of the subprime
mortgage loan origination division of JPMCBNA: Chase Non-Prime Lending Division, differed from home
mortgage loan origination practices of two other leading National Banks and several now-defunct subprime
home mortgage lenders.
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CONSUMER RELIEF/RESTITUTION PROVISION OF SETTLEMENT:
“JPMorgan will pay out the remaining $4 billion in the form of relief to aid consumers harmed by the
unlawful conduct of JPMorgan, Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual. That relief will take various forms,
including principal forgiveness, loan modification, targeted originations and efforts to reduce blight.”
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Select Portfolio Servicing and JPMCBNA Business Relationship
Eligibility: the consumer relief eligibility criteria shall reflect only the terms set forth below and the
following principles and conditions: (1) consumer relief will not be implemented through any policy that
violates the fair housing act or the equal credit opportunity act; (2) consumer relief will not be
conditioned on a waiver or release by a borrower, provided that waivers and releases shall be permitted
in the case of a contested claim where the borrower would not otherwise have received as favorable
terms or consideration; and (3) eligible modifications may be made under the making home affordable
program (including the home affordable modification program (“HARP”) and the housing finance
agency hardest hit fund) and any proprietary or other modification program.

Approval and Oversight of Subservicers.

(a) The “Authorized Subservicers” by the Trustees under this Subservicing
Protocols are Select Portfolio Servicing, Inc. (SPS), Specialized Loan Servicing LLC (SLS),
Resurgent Mortgage Servicing (Resurgent), Residential Credit Solutions, Inc. (RCS), and Selene
Finance LP (Selene). Additional Authorized Subservicers proposed by JPMorgan may be
authorized from time to time upon consent by the Trustees (with reasonable cooperation from the
Institutional Investors to obtain such consent), such consent not to be unreasonably withheld.
Only those Authorized Subservicers approved by JPMorgan, as set forth in this Subservicing
The protocol shall be considered to be “Approved Subservicers.”

Hardest Hit) are cumulative
(e.g., $1.00 of principal forgiveness in a hardest-hit area on a portfolio loan completed prior to 12/31/2014
would receive $1.4375 Credit). The early incentive applies to all consumer relief activity offered
or completed by 10/1/2014.
-
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2010 Racial Demographics and Poverty Indexes of 11,943 US Census Tracts within the Top-20 Urban MSAs/MDs,
and 7-Targeted MSAs/MDs, overtly-targeted by Teams of Chase Lending Specialists Employed by the Chase NonPrime Lending Division of Chase Manhattan Bank USA, National Association
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FOUR STATES AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA WITH LARGE AFRICAN AMERICAN POPULATION
THAT WERE ADVERSELY-AFFECTED BY PREDATORY LENDING, MORTGAGE LOAN FRAUD, AND
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION/RACIAL PROFILING PRACTICES OF CHASE NON-PRIME LENDING DIVISION.
Chase Non-Prime Lending Division
Home Mortgage Loans Originated by Race ̶ 13 -Georgia
Total Amount of
Number of
Average Loan
Loans by Race
Racial Category
Originated Loans
Amount ($000)
($000)

Chase Non-Prime Lending Division
Home Mortgage Loans Originated by Race ̶ 12-Florida
Total Amount of
Number of
Average Loan
Loans by Race
Racial Category
Originated Loans
Amount ($000)
($000)

Asian

62

155

9,629

African American

1876

123

231,138

Asian
African American

451
5725

179
158

80,669
906,971

White
Race Not Available
Grand Total

2307
797
5042

122
129
124

282,190
102,820
625,777

White
Race Not Available
Grand Total

24686
4421
35283

162
159
161

3,999,280
701,566
5,688,486

Chase Non-Prime Lending Division
Home Mortgage Loans Originated by Race ̶ 26-Michigan
Total Amount of
Number of
Average Loan
Loans by Race
Racial Category
Originated Loans
Amount ($000)
($000)

Chase Non-Prime Lending Division
Home Mortgage Loans Originated by Race ̶ 51-Virginia
Total Amount of
Number of
Average Loan
Loans by Race
Racial Category
Originated Loans
Amount ($000)
($000)

Asian

Asian
African American
White
Race Not Available
Grand Total

African American
White
Race Not Available
Grand Total

85

153

12,963

2668
5268
845
8866

87
113
108
105

231,932
596,755
90,895
932,545

146
1747
2936
1055
5884

197
167
159
163
163

28,804
291,335
466,583
171,505
958,227

Chase Non-Prime Lending Division
Home Mortgage Loans Originated by Race ̶ Washington, DC
Total Amount of
Number of
Average Loan
Loans by Race
Racial Category
Originated Loans
Amount ($000)
($000)
Asian
African American
White
Race Not Available
Grand Total

7
574
68
102
751

194
200
215
193
200

1,361
114,871
14,597
19,649
150,478
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